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Intimidator 305 at Kings Dominion

From the

Maintenance
Track

Joris en de Draak at Efteling and GCII’s dueling/racers

W

elcome all to the first
attempt at something
more! I’ve been a member
since 2002 and have
thoroughly enjoyed every
issue of RollerCoaster! I’ve
ever received. The photos
and articles are always top
notch.
But if you’re anything like
me, you’re always looking to
see more of those incredible
featured rides and parks.
Hence the reason for the
creation of RC! Reride.
RC! usually has too much
of a good thing and that’s
pictures. Inside RC! Reride,
you’ll find pictures, lots of
pictures that didn’t quite
make the latest issue of RC!

Intimidator at Carowinds and B&M’s other mega rides

Ferris Wheel Park in Suzhou

Coney Island in Brooklyn, NY

A big thanks goes out to Tim
Baldwin for getting this idea,
his idea, off the ground and
running. Thanks for asking
me to do this Tim!
- Mike Matscherz
Production Guy

Front cover:
Intimidator 305 - Kings Dominion
Photo by Tim Baldwin

THANKS!

Special thanks to all of the ACE
members who contributed their
thoughts and opinions on the rides
found in this edition of RC! Reride.
Layout by Mike Matscherz
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Intimadation
Kings Dominion’s

Intimidator
305
- Opinions -

I rode it on media day. Fast, nice steep
drop with great transitions. I also like the colors of the
ride and the modern structure design. The original over
the shoulder restraints with the sudden transitions caused
ear/head bang. I lost an earring from the ear banging. I
experienced gray-out after the first drop. Have not yet had
a chance to ride I-305 since the modifications. I hear the new
restraints are much better.
- John Hunt
Coram, New York

Ten years after Cedar Point’s Millennium Force, I found the idea of a
new and improved version most intriguing. Unfortunately, after two trips to Kings
Dominion in 2010 to ride Intimidator 305 (before and after modifications), I found it to
be wildly more intense than its predecessor, but not in any flattering way. Graying out
is an interesting sensation, but once a day is plenty. While I share an appreciation for all
coasters, I’m the type of enthusiast who prefers fun and “rideabilty” over fierce positive Gs
and having to position my head “just so” to avoid confrontation with the restraint.
- Bill Linkenheimer III
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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While I would like to say Intimidator 305
has a lot of potential, my first impression
was “What are they thinking?!” Threehundred and five feet tall slamming into
to a near ground level right turn... does
anyone remember Hercules? Oh, but
this one went one better... hard over-theshoulder-restraints. On top of that, the
Intaride/Intamin hard restraints sit right
where my jaw connects to my skull. As a
result, the inevitable head banging into the
restraints causes me extreme pain where I
(literally) see stars, which is why I will not ride
Maverick and had no desire to even try this
coaster.
At least Kings Dominion had the sense
to quickly replace the hard OSTRs with a
soft, flexible type sometime before the ACE
Summer conference. Still, I found the ride
disappointing and unpleasant for the three
following reasons:
1. The trim brakes most of the way down
the first drop was an absolute excitement
killer.
2. I suffered a complete gray-out on the
insipid first turn, where I was conscious
but my field of vision went totally and
completely gray for four full seconds
throughout that ground-level curve.
3. The sudden, snap-transitions into the
turns would thrust the restraints into my
neck with such force, it would feel like a
boxer’s glove was hitting me repeatedly
in the side of my neck. An extremely
unpleasant experience, which would
happen multiple times on all three of my
rides.
As all this happened on each of my

“

three rides during the first ERT (front, back and
middle of the train), the last two reasons were
enough that I opted out of riding the coaster
again during the rest of my stay at Kings
Dominion.
- David Lipnicky
Grand Prairie, Texas

Opening day, I loved the ride, but my body
did not agree with the restraints. With the
quick restraint revamp, I LOVE I-305 at night,
flying and swirling through the S-turns and total
darkness. I feel lucky to have it in my home
park!
- Elizabeth Ringas
Glen Allen, Virginia

I have always lived about 25 minutes south
of Kings Dominion. Intimidator 305 is simply the
coaster I have been waiting for my entire life.
After the announcement was made I could
not wait to take that first ride. Finally on media
day on April 1st, 2010 that ride took place.
The coaster at that time was one of the most
intense steel coasters I have ever been on.
I-305 had a great first drop. The first turn was
incredibly fast with lots of G-forces that would
make even the most veteran coaster riders
gray out. The airtime was great on the 2nd hill
and the transitions were relentless.
Mid-May 2010 is when the park installed
trim brakes down the first drop. This slowed
I-305 quite a bit. The first dropped suffered
the most from the trim brakes. The first drop
seemed very unnatural feeling. The 270
degree turn was not as fast as it once was and
the 2nd hill’s airtime was just about completely
removed. The coaster left my # 1 steel coaster

spot when the trim brakes arrived.
The new softer harnesses installed in June
2010 made a much more comfortable ride,
they eliminated the head chopping.
- Danny Biggerstaff
Richmond, Virginia

I had heard so much debate over this
coaster before taking my first ride that I
was fearing the worst. Surprisingly, I loved
the new soft restraints, found the snappy
transitions fun (if not a bit overused) and
didn’t black out a bit. It’s a shame they just
can’t throw a train from Millennium Force
on just to compare. A big overbanked turn
following the first drop would have solved
most of their problems. Still, as it is, I found
the ride to be quite fun and enjoyed it quite
a bit. I think I-305 is a far superior ride to
Millennium Force, even with the restraints.
- Tim Baldwin
Grand Prairie, Texas

I loved Intimidator 305 when it opened. I
rode it on media day. On the second drop
and the first turn after the mid course trims I
would grey out — it was that intense. Then
came the infamous trims. I understand why
they put them in there, but it was not the
same, and I was sorely disappointed when
I rode it in the summer. The new restraints
were nice, but they did not come close to
making up for the trims. Here’s hoping that
the lobotomy they are doing now will bring
I-305 back to its finest.
- Rob Derman
Fort Lee, New Jersey

”

I feel lucky to have it in my
home park!
- Elizabeth Ringas
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“

The first turn was incredibly fast with
lots of G-forces that would make
even the most veteran coaster
riders gray out.
- Danny Biggerstaff

”
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GCII

Dual Track Extraordinars
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D

ual tracked wooden coasters aren’t
anything new. They’ve been around for
over a century dating back to the teens of
the 1900s. After a surge of racing woodies
in the 1970s, things seemed to quiet down
on the concept shortly thereafter. Custom
Coasters Inc. introduced a racing/”dueling”
coaster near the close of the century,
and this was quickly followed by Great
Coasters International Inc. a year later with
Gwazi. Now GCII has three to their credit.
RollerCoaster! takes a quick look to see how
they compare.
In 1999, ACE President Bill Linkenheimer III
was asked to speak at the opening of Gwazi.
Enthusiasts were not only excited about the
debut of an exciting new coaster, but it
would also be the first woodie for the entire
Busch chain. Of note, the company has not
built another woodie since, but there is still
a chance more wood will find its way to a
SeaWorld or Busch park in the future.
Like CCI’s Twisted Sisters (eventually to be
called Twisted Twins), Gwazi broke away
from the mold of the 70s where racing

coasters ran fairly parallel throughout the ride
experience. Instead, each side of the twin
racer had its own unique course, plowing
into its own territory with occasional “near
misses” with the other train. Where the Kings
Entertainment parks found success with outand-back designs, Gwazi was all twister, as is
the norm for a GCII creation. While the ride
opened and operated with PTC trains — and
with the sharpest paint scheme to come along
in ages, after more than a decade, these
trains have now been retired and GCII’s own
Millennium Flyer trains now race on the feline
woodie.

Now, a decade later after that big
success, Joris en de Draak brings GCII back
to a twin tracked attraction. With track
lengths of 2,585 feet, it is the shortest of the
company’s racers, but that hasn’t inhibited
the popularity of this new marvel. Placed in
a theme park that knows something about
theming, the environment makes this new
addition a top tier attraction to the park’s
four million annual guests. Like Lightning
Racer, it features plenty of interaction
between the two tracks (Fire and Water),
including a rollicking triple up following the
initial drops that roars right over the station.

The following year, Lightning Racer burst onto
the scene at Hersheypark in Pennsylvania. Like
the racing coasters of the 70s and early 80s, this
attraction stayed more true to form with the
two trains staying close to each other. But this
wasn’t just a matter of parallel tracks, this was
a brilliantly-designed masterpiece of tracks
snaking over and under each other. It opened
to rave reviews. Of all twin tracked coasters in
operation today, this woodie ranks the highest
on Amusement Today’s annual Golden Ticket
Awards, generally in the top ten.

In an industry where observers often
wonder “What ever happened to...” many
types of attractions, it’s nice to see the twin
tracked coaster still finding its place in parks
around the world.
- Tim Baldwin
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~ 1999 ~

“

~ 2000 ~

Gwazi

Busch Garden Africa

Gwazi broke away
from the mold of the
70s where racing
coasters
- Tim Baldwin
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”

Lightning Racer

“

Hersheypark

...was a brilliantlydesigned masterpiece
of tracks snaking over
and under each other.
- Tim Baldwin

”

~ 2010 ~

Joris en de Draak

“

Efteling

...a top tier attraction
to the park’s four
million annual guests.
- Tim Baldwin

”
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B

&M has created an absolute
legion of fans with its myriad
of incredibly popular scream
machines. Carowinds introduced
Intimidator in 2010. It would be the
tenth megacoaster for B&M. These
giants are known strictly for speed
with no inversions. RC! reRIDE takes
another look at B&M’s contributions
to this genre.

Intimidator

Carowinds

2010

Diamondback

Kings Island

2009

Behemoth

Canada’s Wonderland

2008

Hollywood Dream: The Ride

Universal Studios Japan

2007

Goliath

La Ronde

2006

Goliath

Six Flags Over Georgia

2006

Silver Star

Europa Park

2002

Nitro

Six Flags Great Adventure

2001

Raging Bull

Six Flags Great America

1999

Apollo’s Chariot

Busch Gardens Williamsburg

1999

Apollo’s Chariot

1999

Raging Bull

1999

Nitro

2001

Silver Star

2002

Goliath

2006

Goliath

2006
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Intimidator

2010

Diamondback

2009

Behemoth

2008

Hollywood Dream:
The Ride

2007
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The Wheel in the Sky

T

he feature coverage of
Stingray in RC! 116 didn’t
allow much space for readers
to see other aspects of Ferris
Wheel Park of Suzhou. Here’s
a further look at the park.
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LUNA PARK
W

hen the ride manufacturer Zamperla took over the management and vision of
the new Luna Park at Coney Island, the company wisely and beautifully looked to
the past to find much of the park’s aesthetic touches. Seen here are some views from
the past to inspire both Zamperla and us.
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